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Chorea-acanthocytosis: Homozygous 1-kb deletion in
VPS13A detected by whole-genome sequencing

Objective To determine a molecular diagnosis for a large multigenera-
tional family of South Asian ancestry with seizures, hyperactivity, and epi-
sodes of tongue biting.

Methods Two affected individuals from the family were analyzed by whole-genome sequencing on the
Illumina HiSeq X platform, and rare variants were prioritized for interpretation with respect to the phenotype.

Results A previously undescribed, 1-kb homozygous deletion was identified in both individuals sequenced,
which spanned 2 exons of the VPS13A gene, and was found to segregate in other family members.

Conclusions VPS13A is associated with autosomal recessive chorea-acanthocytosis, a diagnosis consistent
with the phenotype observed in this family. Whole-genome sequencing presents a comprehensive and agnostic
approach for detecting diagnostic mutations in families with rare neurologic disorders.
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Absence of NEFL in patient-specific neurons in early-onset Charcot-Marie-Tooth
neuropathy

Objective We used patient-specific neuronal cultures to characterize the molecular genetic mechanism of
recessive nonsense mutations in neurofilament light (NEFL) underlying early-onset Charcot-Marie-Tooth
(CMT) disease.

MethodsMotor neurons were differentiated from induced pluripotent stem cells of a patient with early-onset
CMT carrying a novel homozygous nonsense mutation in NEFL. Quantitative PCR, protein analytics,
immunocytochemistry, electronmicroscopy, and single-cell transcriptomics were used to investigate patient and
control neurons.

Results We show that the recessive nonsense mutation causes a nearly total loss of NEFL messenger RNA
(mRNA), leading to the absence of NEFL protein in the patient’s cultured neurons. Yet the cultured neurons
were able to differentiate and form neuronal networks and neurofilaments. Single-neuron gene expression
fingerprinting pinpointed NEFL as the most downregulated gene in the patient neurons and provided data of
intermediate filament transcript abundancy and dynamics in cultured neurons. Blocking of nonsense-mediated
decay partially rescued the loss of NEFL mRNA.

Conclusions The strict neuronal specificity of neurofilament has hindered the mechanistic studies of re-
cessive NEFL nonsense mutations. Here, we show that such mutation leads to the absence of NEFL, causing
childhood-onset neuropathy through a loss-of-function mechanism. We propose that the neurofilament
accumulation, a common feature of many neurodegenerative diseases, mimics the absence of NEFL seen in
recessive CMT if aggregation prevents the proper localization of wild-type NEFL in neurons. Our results
suggest that the removal of NEFL as a proposed treatment option is harmful in humans.
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